The 
Introduction
This research provides intelligent strategies for Smart Grid Cyber Security including the following:
1. Strategic Smart Grid Cyber Security and Intelligence Research for Renewable Energy 2. Strategic Smart-Grid, Cyber Security and Critical Infrastructures: Critical US and Global Assets 3. Intelligent Hybrid Data Mining Techniques for Critical Smart Grid Cyber Security Datasets.
The broader impact of the critical research and related datasets will address the following challenges:
1. Global Impact of Research on Smart Grid Cyber Security 2. Government and Smart Grid Cyber Security Architecture [1] 3. Global Regulatory Compliance for Smart Grid Cyber Security and Privacy [2] 4. Smart Grid, Smart Grid Cyber Security Analysis [3] 5. Critical Infrastructure Protection, Smart Grid, Smart Grid Cyber Security 6. Smart Grid, Cyber Security and Renewable Energy
Smart Grid Cyber Security Challenges
Smart Grid, Cyber Security Challenges and associated guidelines are depicted in the following NIST publications: 2.1. Smart Grid Cyber Security Strategy, Architecture, and High-Level Requirements [1] : 2.1.1 Cyber Security Strategy includes the Smart Grid data and importance of cyber security in ensuring the reliability of the grid and confidentiality of specific information, and cyber security strategy for the Smart Grid and the specific related tasks 2.1.2 Logical Architecture consisting of a high level representation of composite high level view of the actors within each of the Smart Grid domains and includes an overall logical reference model of the Smart Grid for all the major domains. This includes individual representation for logical interface categories with the architecture focusing on a shortterm perspective (1-3 years) of the Smart Grid.
2. 
New Intelligent Smart Grid Cyber Security Approaches
The research develops new intelligent and effective approaches for Smart Grid Cyber Security. This includes intelligent data mining techniques for traceback and traceability for malicious activities in critical information, cyber security and privacy transaction during data transfer of highly sensitive data containing private at intermediary points of global critical infrastructures. The new approaches are effective since the techniques and mechanisms for traceability examine relevant attributes features at intermediary stages of data transactions of the critical infrastructure. This is followed by filtering for maximum occurrence of features pertaining to characteristics of normal and abnormal transactions.
These attributes are mined for Smart Grid Cyber Security context using hybrid data mining algorithms to identify unique classes in the traceability matrix for security and privacy. The uniqueness in this approach for traceability includes identification of both class-specific feature attribute for specific traceability patterns and classless attributes for suspicious, unknown or unidentified transaction traces of events. This includes a combination of data mining algorithms in developing the traceability matrix for Smart Grid Cyber Security. This includes analysis of type of traffic to determine the class, group, category, subcategory, type or classless type of activities at all intermediary nodes in the critical Smart Grid Cyber Security infrastructure.
Smart Grid Cyber Security Research Method
The research methodology for Intelligent Data Mining Smart Grid Cyber Security consists of effective traceability and traceback techniques. The first step consists of relevant data acquisition and extraction from monitoring and filtering detection mechanisms of counter-intelligence for evasive interceptions of highly sensitive data considered secure information at intermediary points of critical infrastructures. Secondly, we extract these relevant feature attributes, classes, subclasses pertaining to the security and privacy of data transactions to generate a traceability matrix for cyber forensics in critical information infrastructure applications and databases. Thirdly, we use a combination of data mining algorithms to design a traceability matrix for each type of data transaction: class, group, category, subcategory, type or classless type of activities at each intermediary points of the critical cyber infrastructure to identify security levels. This comprises aggregation, correlation and data mining using hybrid algorithms to identify unique characteristics of each type of data transaction and their associated security. This ensures effective traceback and traceability matrix to indicate the real extent of security and privacy in anonymization during data transactions in the critical information infrastructure. Finally we use the results to implement and enforce future traceability, auditing, logging and filtering of security and privacy feature attribute matrices. These are applicable towards effective traceback, traceability, transparency and auditability for forensics in cyber and critical infrastructure networks, applications and databases.
Research Experiments
The research experiments for Smart Grid Cyber Security consist of analysis of real network traffic in a commercial environment consisting of Intrushield IDS [10] . The experiment consists of traceback data mining, collection and analysis in a network environment comprising the following architecture (see Figure 8) below. [5, 6] and the Genetic Algorithm for computing a fitness function [9, 12] were used for traceback and analysis of categories and subcategories of anomaly patterns. For traceback of subtle and complex attacks a Framework of Hybrid consisting of Rule Induction using Holte's 1R rule [7] and Statistical Analysis [8] were applied via the Rosetta toolset [9] , followed by filtering for maximum support of conditional attributes to increase accuracies. Various cases of classes were selected at random and algorithms were applied to each class type. This produces a set of decision rules or general patterns via minimal attribute subsets that distinguish on a per object basis. This is followed by filtering rules with maximum support for each transaction in order to obtain an optimum set of conditions for each ruleset for class, group, category, subcategory, type or classless type of activities at each intermediary node in the critical cyber infrastructure. This was followed by development of matrix -table of conditions for each attribute in rulesets. Subsequently, for each attribute value item, if-then rules were developed based on the attribute values each conditional ruleset. A program was written using the conditional rules from the Table (Matrix) of rulesets for each class of the specified cases in the training data. Finally, there was validation of the accuracies of traceback and traceability using test data. See summary of results in Table 1 . 
Smart Grid Cyber Security Research Results
The preliminary research results for Smart Grid Cyber Security traceback accuracies using various data mining techniques are shown in Table 1 . The research results indicated effective strategies for effective traceback and traceability data mining for critical information infrastructure networks, applications and databases security for cyber security and privacy. This involves data acquisition of security and privacy parameters from complex network infrastructure environments and interfaces. The aggregated logs consist of data and application server logs, database transactions, and monitoring tools and systems including firewalls, intrusion detection, prevention and response systems, and aggregating systems.
Discussion
The Intelligent Hybrid Data Mining Analysis approach for Smart Grid analyzed datasets in effective pattern recognition and analysis to distinguish between normal and unknown malicious activities. The new approach of utilizing intelligent and adaptable hybrid data mining algorithms of classification, clustering, rule-induction, heuristics, and genetic algorithms and fuzzy sets enhanced smart grid cyber security attack detection, containment, response and forensic investigations. This includes effective event aggregation, correlation, and filtering for maximum efficiencies, via the hybrid algorithmic data mining for effective traceability in smart grid cyber security architectures. This provided of critical information infrastructures using multiple protocols, applications and sensitive data for forensics in cyber security. These techniques enhance research on global Smart Grid Cyber Security and regulatory compliance for Smart Grid Cyber Security. The research provides intelligent techniques for effective cyber and infrastructure security and forensics for smart grid systems, networks, systems, computers, and dependent critical infrastructures. This enabled effective data mining analysis including identification and forensics for astute, evasive and subversive activities in emerging cyber infrastructures for effective security and privacy traceability.
Conclusion
The new research techniques provide intelligent and effective strategies for Smart Grid Cyber Security architecture, design, monitoring and incident response. This includes effective handling of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Data Protection and Privacy. This includes monitoring and filtering traceback mechanisms and countermeasures against evasive interceptions of highly sensitive data at intermediary points of critical information infrastructures. This involves hybrid data mining techniques of traceback, source identification and forensics of categories, subcategories and attributes and types for secure transmission interception of highly sensitive data. This includes automated traceback analysis of security, privacy, transparency, auditability, traceability, accountability and forensics on transactions and breaches in cyber and complex infrastructures for effective homeland security and counter-intelligence in information infrastructure protection. Furthermore, they enable public and private sector enhancements for Smart Grid Cyber Security initiatives and Critical Infrastructure Protection strategies for Smart Grid Cyber Security and significant efficient intelligent strategies for Smart Grid, Cyber Security and Renewable Energy for the 21 st Century.
